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Purple  Cake Day  Grant: 2012-2015  

ECD and School Support Projects, Sangachok, Sindhupalchok, Nepal 

Progress Report: December 2013 

1.0 Introduction:  

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update the board of the Kenbe La Foundation/Purple Cake Day on the 
progress of the Early Childhood Development and School support projects, funded by Purple Cake Day, 
2012-2014,Sindhupalchok, Nepal. This report covers the period from April to December 2013.  

1.2 Background: Following the successful implementation of ECD projects through grants from Rotary clubs, 
First Steps Himalaya proposed a number of school and ECD projects to Purple Cake Day in 2011 for 
funding from Purple Cake Day 2012.  

1.3 Project plan: FSH proposed that Purple Cake Day funded four early childhood and three school support 
projects. The school support projects would ensure the continuation of child friendly learning for 
children leaving FSN supported ECD centres. These were at: Dyali (ECD and class 1), Irku Pokhare (ECD 
and class 1), Jalkini (ECD and class 1) and an ECD at Melchour. The project began in September 2012 with 
the establishment of an ECD at Irkhu Pokhare. In November, the ECD at Dyali also opened. The start up 
of the ECD centres at Melchour and Jalkini were delayed to April as new school buildings were being 
prepared.  By April 2013, all projects were underway including the class one projects. 

1.4 Changes to plan: Although the original plan was for 4 ECDs and 3 class one projects, additional projects 
have been funded at Harre School (class one) and Sangachok Bhanjang (reception class). This totals 4 
ECDs and 5 school projects.  

2.0 Project Progress 

2.1  General Progress:  There has been excellent progress overall at both the ECDs and school support 
projects. The biggest change came with the teacher training from Nepali trainers held in September. 
Many of the school teachers in the project have suddenly grasped the basic concepts of child friendly 
learning and are working to extend the national curriculum within the classroom. ECD and school 
teachers are learning to make their own materials and use the natural environment in their lessons. 
Outdoor play is being encouraged with the provision of simple but exciting outdoor play areas created 
by FSH volunteers. 

2.2 Major accomplishments of this period include: 

 Teacher training workshop for primary school teachers by Nepali trainers 

 Start up of out of school children’s project at Sangachok 

 Start up of Lamidanda project 

 Play areas at some schools commenced 

 ECD teacher workshop on resource making 

 Distribution of flashcards to centres 
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2.3  Teacher Training:  A 16 hour workshop was conducted in September over 2 days by Nepal Teacher 
Training Innovations (NTTI)www.nepaltti.org. The Awareness Level Training was an Introduction to Best 
Teaching Practices which teaches Nepali teachers how to encourage students to think critically and 
creatively. Rather than just memorizing what is in their text books, teachers  learn how to encourage 
their students to  analyze, evaluate, make connections, and think of innovative ideas and solutions. The 
Nepali course instructors to teach an actual class allowing participants to observe how to use training 
methods in a Nepali context. Post-training observations and individual feedback sessions will be 
conducted for every participant in January. A post-training meeting with the school principal and other 
stake holders to discuss observations and make recommendations will also be conducted.  
 

 

2.4  

   

   

 

 

A FSH volunteer conducted English language training in September in two locations of the project area. ECD 
and school teachers as well as supervisors attended and enjoyed the sessions. The trainer was a qualified 
English as a Second Language teacher and the sessions were well attended. 

2.4  Resources:  

Flashcards: Employees of Morgan Stanley in Hong Kong took part in a number of workshops to create 

flashcards for the projects. Hundreds of beautiful cards were laminated and sent by DHL to Nepal for us. 

Even senior management got involved and produced hand drawn maths cards! These have now been 

distributed throughout the projects and in everyday use. 

 

2.5 Outdoor play areas:   FSH directors consulted a Nelson company who offered pro bono help in planning 

natural play areas for the projects. The company ‘Leaves of Green’ have years of experience at devising 

natural play areas that engage children and provide cost effective things to run, jump, hop, climb, crawl 

through etc.  These ideas were then discussed with Great Adventure participants who helped to create 

outdoor play areas at several project sites.  

 

It was important to consider a number of factors when creating the play areas. These included: 

http://www.nepaltti.org/
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 Whether there was a fenced off area? Would livestock enter the area? 

 Ages of children at the school. Older children in Nepal unused to play equipment could easily break play 

materials for younger children. 

 General behaviour of local children  

 Safety and the fact that play might be unsupervised outside class times. 

 What is culturally and socially appropriate to the children 

 Environmental impact 

 

Communities were encouraged to work alongside Great Adventure volunteers to construct the play areas 

and local ideas were incorporated. By using locally resourced materials the groups constructed pathways to 

follow, sitting areas, logs to bounce and balance on, stepping stones, hopscotch, a tepee, cut out animals as 

well as murals. The results were fantastic and hugely popular with the children. More play areas are planned 

for 2014. 

Below: Our student group (Pacific Discovery) completed a play area at Dyali school 

 

       

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Above: Children at Mulkharkha explore the new balance beam 
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Below: The hopscotch and figure of eight number trail in Nepali and English                                                                                                              

were created collaboratively with volunteers and the community. 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.6 Project vehicle:   The Ssanyong Musso jeep is a fantastic asset to 

the project. It is very robust and drives on almost all terrain including 

off road, fields etc. Having a vehicle saves hours of bus travel and 

valuable time. Goods such as paint and tables also fit in the vehicle. 

 

3.0  Updates on centres/schools 

3.1 Dyali School:   The ECD is running very well in the purpose built 

new classroom.  The teacher is fantastic and makes a lot of 

resources herself.  The children’s artwork is on display   and the 

room is neat and tidy.  The Class 1 

project has also started and the room 

redecorated by families from Nelson 

and Wellington on our Family 

Adventure.  During this visit the Dyali 

community put on a special event to 

mark the unveiling of the new Purple Cake Day sign board.  We had planned this 

day so Rachel Sanson could unveil the signage while on the Family Adventure.  

Unfortunately Rachel had to attend to a sick participant on her own tour.  CEO 

and Director of First Steps Himalaya Fionna Heiton 

took Rachel’s place.  

It was a huge day that the Dyali 

community took very seriously and 

expressed their gratitude for the fantastic 

changes that have been implemented 

within the school.  The headmistress and 

the chairperson of the school board both 
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made speeches as did Durga Aran and Fionna Heiton.  The most emotional speech came from their retired 

school committee Chairperson who was instrumental in establishing the project within the school.  In his 

speech he strongly urged parents to adopt better parenting methods to align themselves with what is now 

going on in the school.  Families on the Great Adventure, as well as other FSH volunteers were made to feel 

special as guests of the community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happy Scenes from the Purple Cake Day Celebration 
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3.2 Jalkini School:  The ECD and Class 1 are looking great.  The classrooms have been painted and the school 

looks much tidier.  Students from Pacific Discovery (Rachel’s company) created a fantastic playground during 

their week village experience.  The playground provides similar creative play to the one at Dyali and is hugely 

popular with the children. They also painted the classroom walls purple which look clean and colourful. Staff 

joined in painting the Purple Cake symbols on an external wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Irkhu Pokhare:  There has been a huge change in the quality of teaching at this school since the project 

began.  The school board has understood the need for a single class teacher. They have hired a good teacher 

who has adopted our methods. The classroom is clean and well organised and the children are well behaved 

and study quietly. Our supervisor is working with the teacher to continue to make improvements and is 

encouraging her to make resources. The ECD class is making very good progress and now offers a safe and 

healthy play space conducive to learning. The teacher sometimes has difficulty in controlling the children but 

is learning techniques to do this. 

           

Painting & upgrading of playground at Jalkini 
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3.4 Melchour school:  The ECD is running very well and is now located in the newly constructed school 

building.  The Headmaster is delighted with the progress and is proud of the significant change.  Melchour 

School invited the FSN team to the official opening of the new building. 

 

3.5 Sangachok Bhangjang:  The new reception class is now rated as one of our best projects.  The teacher is 

fantastic and has really grasped the concepts that she has learnt on the recent teacher training.  She 

manages the children well and has good teaching style. She is very active in the classroom and is starting to 

make resources related to the course book. She is also working to improve her time management so that the 

children get more from their day. 

3.6  Harre School:  We decided to extend our support to class one at Harre school so that children in the ECD 

could benefit from improved teaching. The project is going slowly but making some progress. The 

headmaster at the school lacks understanding of the importance of child friendly learning. He can be rather 

frustrating to work with at times! However, he has promised to make a number of changes and will be 

closely monitored. He will be offered headmaster training in April and his staff will attend the teacher 

training sessions from our Nepali teacher trainers. 

The school building is brand new and freshly painted. Until recently different subject teachers would take 

the children throughout the day rather than them having a class teacher. The headmaster now plans to give 

them a class teacher as per our recommendations. 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.0 Conclusions and recommendations 

4.1 Project progress is good and we are delighted to see teachers making significant changes in their 

approach to teaching. Classrooms are cleaner and tidier and children happier. Our supervisors are doing 

a good job working with schools to ensure that quality is maintained.  
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4.2 Training by Nepali trainers is preferred and most effective as trainees relate to the trainers and the 

teaching methods fit in with the Nepal curriculum. The focus should remain on training throughout the 

project period. 

4.3 Outdoor play areas that are simple and sustainable are a valuable asset to the projects.  

4.4 Change in these schools will be achieved over time as teachers learn for themselves. 

 


